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Abstract: The main aim of this research work is to present a reliability and availability analysis of a three-unit system (A, A, B) under the provision of replacement of a unit using the Genetic algorithm. One unit is in standby mode so that after the failure of one unit it can be active. But one unit which is dissimilar to the previous one can be replaced with the new one after the failure. It has been considered that there is only one repair man availability within the organization. Here in this paper we have used the Genetic algorithm for finding out the optimized availability of the system and also with the assistance of numbers of graphs we have analyzed reliability characteristics, availability of the framework, so the result of the paper will be very useful for the industry people.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mathematically, the term reliability is stated as the probability that any framework will do its expected work under specified environment conditions over a specified interval of time. $R(t) = P (T \geq t)$. Reliable functioning of any complex systems is of extremely concern to the millions of end users that directly or indirectly connected with these systems. But still most of the systems fall short of user’s expectation of reliability. Using the concept of redundancy is one of the important techniques to increase the reliability of the systems. This type of systems that are using the concept of standby redundancies have been frequently analyzed by number of authors with different assumptions be-cause of their crucial existence in organizations and modern industries. In the past decades, many articles related to the availability, non-availability, profit function analysis, analysis regarding visit of repair personal and other characteristics considering reliability of three-unit systems have been published. Several studies including Gupta et al. (1986) have analyzed a two-similar unit parallel system with facilities of preventive maintenance (P.M.), inspection and two types of repair. Tuteja and Taneja (1992) discussed the profit analysis of a two-servers including two-units standby framework under many failures. Jansen and Schouten (1995) examined the ideal preventive-upkeep plan for a generation framework comprising of n-indistinguishable parallel production units. In this paper they supposed that the unit’s lifetimes were IFR-distributed, also they assumed that the important expenses were because of generation misfortunes, which were expanding and arched in the quantity of units that were out of operation at the same time. Genuine maintenance expenses were thought to be immaterial when contrasted with the expenses because of those production losses.

In the paper written by Xie and Lai (1996) they both studied a mathematical model which was based on two Weibull functions. Jardine et al. (1997) discussed minimized replacement strategy or plan and the framework of software which is under the condition-based maintenance environment. They presented a preventive maintenance (PM) policy depends upon the results of inspections. Barbera et al. (1999) presented a restriction-based maintenance framework with failures under exponential distribution and settled review interims for a two-unit framework series. The state of every unit, for example, vibration or warmth, was observed at similar time interims. The statistical variables for every unit were utilized to pick whether to repair a specified unit or to change the whole framework. At the end of the maintenance, variable takes on its initial figures. They assumed that every unit can fall flat just once inside of an investigation interim and when one or both units fizzle the framework comes up short. Goldberg (2001) made a study on G.A. technique, and examined three basic operators: reproduction, crossover and mutation. Castro and Cavalc (2003) published the work on an availability optimization problem of an industrial system, they used the concept of Genetic Algorithm for getting the maximum availability of the system. Noortwijk et al. (2004) delivered a research paper which was based on probabilistic life-cycle maintenance models for deteriorating civil infrastructures, they compared the two maintenance models of civil infrastructures that was used to achieve the optimum level of
reliability at minimal life-cycle cost. Pandey et al. (2005) shown a model with replacement policy for optimizing the reliability based on stochastic gamma process of aging structural components. They claimed that their method is better than previous traditional method used in reliability analysis. Dhillon and Liu (2006) presented a review on Human error during maintenance and given the idea of effect of Human error during maintenance on the reliability as well as on availability of the system. Srinivasan and Subramanian (2006) discussed the stochastic analysis of a reliability framework having more than two units standby redundant framework. By using regenerating points technique, they got the reliability, availability and other characteristics related to reliability. Parashar and Taneja (2007) delivered a paper on availability of the framework with the cost benefit analysis of a PLC framework which was based on an idea of master-slave and also, they considered more than one kind of repair facilities.

Wang et al. (2007) explained the availability and sensitivity analysis of a framework which was repairable having some warm standbys unit and also having some service platform, but these were unreliable. they also considered some active and some warm standby units. When the service platform was active, they considered the failure time as Poisson distribution. But When the platform become non available repair times considered as to follow the negative exponential process Papageorgiou and Kokolakis (2010) discussed the Reliability analysis under the consideration of a framework having more than one parallel unit with (n-2) standbys. In this work they both discussed a non-series (2, n-2) framework in which only two units start their working side by side and one out of these two can be replaced by one of the (n-2) standbys if its fails during the working any time.

Rizwan et al. (2010) presented a paper where they provided a study of a standby framework. In that paper they assumed that standby unit may also fails with lower failure rate than the active unit. They also considered four types of failure. They had given the idea of scanning to finding out the type of failure. Meng et al. (2011) also analysed a standby repairable framework having two unidentical units. In this paper, they assumed both the distributions for the repair time are poisson but here in this our work we are having correlated failure and repair.

Bhatti et al. (2011) shown the interest in discussing the analysis regarding profit of two-unit standby framework with more than one kind of failure under different testing policy for non-active or failed units and most importantly they used discrete distribution. Berrade et al. (2013) presented a research work which was based on the analysis of reliability under the assumption that inspection of the unit is not perfect, and replacement is required. They discussed a model under maintenance including periodic inspections for checking the state of the framework, where inspections may be incorrect. They considered the following scenario, replacement occurred after wrong inspections (without any need) and when replacement is required, inspection gives another result so both of the cases are not acceptable as far as reliability of the system is concerned.

Bhatti et al. (2014) also outlines the Stochastic analysis of framework having parallel units. In that paper, two similar parallel units had been considered with the help of discrete distribution and regenerative point technique they were able to find the profit function and other reliability related characteristics. Bhardwaj and Kaur (2014) analysed a reliability model where the failure of standby unit depends limited redundancy time. The failed unit went for inspection just after the failure for check the status of its renewal. They considered that If renewal of the unit is not possible, it should be replaced by new one. So, they used the replacement policy but after the inspection whether the unit is replaceable or not. In that paper they used exponential distribution for failure but arbitrary distribution for repair and inspection times. Kakkar et al. (2015) investigated the stochastic analysis of a standby unit framework under the assumption of correlated life time and varying demand of the product. The main purpose of that work was to discuss the profit analysis of a standby framework with variations in production and demand, because production of a product is directly depending on the Demand in the market of that product.

Kakkar et al. (2015) explained and analyzed the availability of two unidentical unit repairable industrial framework. The main purpose of that work was to discuss the reliability analysis of a model where they assumed that one working unit could not fail after testing and replacement. They had considered just one repair personal to be present in the organization. Kakkar et al. (2016) also presented a work on Reliability analysis where the framework is repairable, and they also assumed that a unit in that framework could be fail during the preventive maintenance activity. It had been assumed that one repair personal was quite enough to do the all repair work.

We can see that the work on reliability of different number of systems have been published in the above-mentioned research papers, but up to some extent the results shown by these works were bounded to some essential conditions or constraints. The main motive behind this research is to investigate a real-life model existing in a sugar industry located at northern part of India. Where we observed that only one repair personal is working so he/she has to do all the repair work if needed. In this industry we had observed that there existed two different units A and B, one unit, similar (from reliability point of view) to unit A is also there in the system which is in standby mode initially, one of the unit A is initially operating. Unit B may be replaced by new one if it has been found that it is taking so much time to repair. So in this paper under the concept of correlated failure and repair time we consider a system which comprises of two dissimilar units (A and B) but one unit similar to A is in standby mode. System remains in working only if both the unit (A and B) is in operating mode. Unit B goes for inspection after failure it may be repaired or may be replaced by new one. It has been assumed that each repaired unit works as good as new. If both the units fail simultaneously the preference of inspection/repair given to unit B. As depicted in Figure 1 there are some states S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5 and S6 in the transition Diagram. Out of these seven states only two of them are up-states namely S0 and S1 but others are down-sates.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND NOTATIONS

The following description of system is as follows:

1. Our Framework having of two identical units (A0 and A1), operative and in standby mode respectively and also a different unit B is also there in the system.
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2. Initial state is denoted by $S_0$ in which in the starting one out of two units of A is active but unit B (which is parallel to A) is in active mode.

3. Preference has been given to unit B for repair over the failure of both units A and B.

For describing the states of the framework we are having the following notations:

- $A_0$: A is in active phase
- $A_s$: A is in cold stand by phase
- $B_0$: B is in active phase
- $A_{fr}$: A is in Fizzled state (phase)
- $A_{fw}$: A is in waiting for repair personal
- $B_{fr}$: B is in Fizzled state (phase)
- $B_{fw}$: B is in waiting for repair personal
- $A_{fR}$: A is in failure mode from previous state
- $B_{fi}$: After failure B is in testing phase
- $B_{rep}$: After inspection B is in replacement phase
- $a$: After inspection, Probability of replacement of B
- $b$: Probability of successful repair of B
- $\lambda$: Constant rate of replacement of B

Joint pdf of $(x_i, y_i)$, $i=1, 2$:

$$f(x, y) = \alpha_i \beta_i (1-\tau_i)e^{-\alpha_0 \tau_i} \beta_i (2\sqrt{(\alpha_i \beta_i xy)})$$

where $\alpha_i = \frac{2\sqrt{(\alpha_i \beta_i xy)}}{(\beta_i)^2}$

Conditional pdf of $Y_i$ given $X_i = x_i$ is given by

$$g(x)$$

Marginal pdf of $X_i = \alpha_i (1-\tau_i)e^{-\alpha_0 (1-\tau_i) x}$

Marginal pdf of $Y_i = \beta_i (1-\tau_i)e^{-\beta_0 (1-\tau_i) y}$

pdf & cdf of transition time from regenerative state $S_i$ to $S_j$:

$$\mu_i$$

Mean sojourn time (MST) in state $S_i$.

### III. TRANSITION PROBABILITIES AND SOJOURN TIMES

Probabilities regarding state transition can be mentioned as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transition Probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P_{01}$:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{02}$:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{10}$:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{11.6}$:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{15}$:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{20}$:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{51}$:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{52}$:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{53}$:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the above-mentioned equation, it is clear that

$P_{01} + P_{02} = 1, P_{10} + P_{11.6} + P_{15} = 1, P_{20} + P_{23} = 1, P_{20} + P_{20.3} = 1, P_{51} + P_{54} = 1, P_{51} + P_{51.4} = 1.$

Mean sojourn time:

The average time taken by the framework to transit for any state $j$ into state $i$ mathematically it can be expressed as:

$$m_{ij} = \int_0^\infty t q_{ij}(t)\, dt = -q_{ij}^{-1}(0)$$

### IV. AVAILABILITY ANALYSIS

We are assuming that $A_i(t)$ is the probability when framework is in active phase at time $t$, so we get the following equations regarding the availability which is based on the regenerating point technique:

$$A_0(t) = M_0(t) + \rho_{01}(t) \oplus A_1(t) + \rho_{02}(t) \oplus A_2(t)$$

$$A_1(t) = \rho_{10}(t) \oplus A_0(t) + \rho_{15}(t) \oplus A_5(t) + \rho_{11.6}(t) \oplus A_1(t) + A_2(t)$$

$$A_2(t) = \rho_{20}(t) \oplus A_0(t) + \rho_{20.3}(t) \oplus A_2(t)$$
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\[
A_5(t) = q_{51}(t) \otimes A_1(t) + q_{514}(t) \otimes A_1(t)
\]

where

\[
A_0(s) = \frac{N_1(s)}{D_1(s)}
\]

\[
\Rightarrow A_0 = \lim_{s \to 0} A_0(s) = \frac{N_1}{D_1}
\]

\[
N_1 = \mu_0p_10 + \mu_1p_{11}
\]

\[
D_1 = \mu_0p_{10} + \mu_1p_{01} + \mu_2p_{02}p_{10} + \mu_6
\]

From maintenance and repair sheet (of last five years) of unit A and B of sugar industry plant we have collected useful data of failure and repair rate of all units after meeting with the plant Engineers and managers. Using this data then we generate availability matrices. All these are very important for future decision making, as these availability models are developed under the real-world environment and this would be useful for implementing the proper maintenance decisions for the system.

**Availability Optimized Using Genetic Algorithm**

Genetic algorithm is a probabilistic search procedure that computationally recreates the procedure of natural evolution or development. It mimics evolution in nature by frequently changing a population of candidate solutions until an ideal arrangement or configuration is found. The evolutionary cycle (developmental cycle) proceeds until a worthy arrangement is found in the present generation of populace, or some control parameter, for example, the quantity of generations is surpassed.

**Genetic Algorithm:**

- Generate \( n \) random solutions for the initial generation.
- Iteration strat for the following steps upto \( N \)
- Select the Best \( (n_r) \) (best fitted) solutions for the new Generation
- Apply crossover (for different crossover rate) for new solution generation.
- Apply mutations (for specified mutation rate) to the new generated solutions.
- The best fittest solution obtained (final generation).

**Figure 2: Algorithm Evolutionary Cycle**

Genetic Algorithms are modernized pursuit and optimization calculations dependent on the mechanics of common Genetic qualities and natural phenomena of selection. Genetic Algorithms have turned out to be significant in light of the fact that they are seen as advance optimization techniques for complex designing enhancement issues. The availability investigation of the system is exceptionally affected by the failure and repair rate parameters of every unit of the system. These parameters guarantee elite of the availability of the system. Genetic Algorithm is thus proposed to facilitate the failure and repair rate parameters of every unit of the system for stable unit execution, for example high accessibility. We have considered 6 genes (parameters) \((a_1, a_2, \beta_1, \beta_2, \lambda, \alpha)\) for the chromosomes. We are also using the mutation rate and crossover rate in genetic algorithm which are defined as follows

**Mutation Rate:** It is a very significant parameter of GA algorithm. The mutation rate can be defined as how frequently mutation ought to be applied e.g., if this mutation rate is 0.4. This implies, when presented with a chromosome each bit has only one chance in 4000 of being mutated.

**Crossover Rate:** This is also a very important parameter of GA, the crossover rate can be defined as how frequently crossover ought to be applied. For example, if this rate is 0.4. This implies when given two parents there is a 40% possibility that they will breed.

To utilize Genetic Algorithm for taking care of the given issue, the chromosomes are to be coded in genuine structures. Not at all like, unsigned fixed point whole number coding parameters are mapped to a predetermined interim \([X_{\text{min}}, X_{\text{max}}]\), where \(X_{\text{min}}\) and \(X_{\text{max}}\) are the most extreme and least estimations of framework parameters. Constraints for parameters are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>(a_1)</th>
<th>(a_2)</th>
<th>(\beta_1)</th>
<th>(\beta_2)</th>
<th>(\alpha)</th>
<th>(\lambda)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum value</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum value</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To examine the proposed technique, failure and repair rates are resolved all the while for ideal estimation of system availability. We can see the impact of GA parameters (like mutation rate, generations, crossover probability) on the accessibility of the system as appeared in Table -1.

**Table-1: Effect of number of generations on availability of the system using genetic algorithm.**

(Mutation Probability = 0.010, Population Size = 40, Crossover Probability = 0.50, \(r=0.50\))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Generation</th>
<th>Avail.</th>
<th>(a_1)</th>
<th>(a_2)</th>
<th>(\beta_1)</th>
<th>(\beta_2)</th>
<th>(\alpha)</th>
<th>(\lambda)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.594</td>
<td>0.0021</td>
<td>0.0018</td>
<td>0.234</td>
<td>0.145</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.0029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.6345</td>
<td>0.0018</td>
<td>0.0023</td>
<td>0.387</td>
<td>0.261</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.0046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.6978</td>
<td>0.0023</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
<td>0.321</td>
<td>0.289</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.0038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.7834</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.371</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.0048</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.8067</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.389</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.0087</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

300 0.9124 0.0025 0.37 0.396 0.13 0.0021

350 0.7945 0.0025 0.37 0.337 0.424 0.39 0.004

400 0.6148 0.0025 0.37 0.323 0.428 0.15 0.0035

450 0.5461 0.0025 0.37 0.356 0.447 0.27 0.0075

500 0.5231 0.0025 0.37 0.396 0.424 0.39 0.0045
The simulation is done to maximum number of generations, which is varying from 50 to 500. The effect of number of generations on availability of the system is shown in Figure 3. Similarly Figure 4 depicts the effect of crossover probability on availability of the system and we can see that availability lies in the interval [0.7, 0.8] if crossover probability belongs to interval [0.4, 0.6]. The optimum value of system’s availability is 91.24%, for which the best possible combination of failure repair rates and other parameters are \( \alpha = 0.0020, \beta_1 = 0.0025, \beta_2 = 0.3700, \lambda = 0.0021, \alpha = 0.13 \) at number of generations 50, as shown in Table 1.

**Figure 3: Effect of Number of Generation on Fitness (System Availability)**

**Figure 4: Effect of Crossover Probability on Fitness (system Availability)**

**IV. CONCLUSION**

In this paper the Availability analysis of the system has been carried out and we also analyzed the optimized availability using different values of failure and repair rate by Genetic Algorithm (G.A.), as this algorithm is very useful for getting the best feasible solution of parameters for optimized availability. By varying the parameters like crossover probability, mutation and population size of GA the optimum system availability is approximately 91% with best arrangements of failure rate, repair rate and other parameters of different units in the system.

Though, the most ideal accessibility level got with the assistance of semi-Markov procedure was about 79%. At that point, the output of this work has been discussed with the concerned plant managerial board. Such outcomes may be exceptionally advantageous with the end goal of availability improvement of the unit or system in the industry.
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